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Notes

Every year I work closely with recruiters and professionals from the largest 

accounting firms in the industry and something they emphasize is emotional 

intelligence.

I often feel like people tell you what emotional intelligence is and then just say good 

luck! But today we are going to get practical in the context of your career and 

recruitment.

First part is a little theory and the rest is digging down.





Notes

Okay so let’s start with getting focused into what we are going to talk about.

Take out a piece of paper or your phone

Start writing down every emotion you are feeling in this moment

Now write down everything that is on your mind

This is just a little quick check-in with yourself. Our brain has too many tabs open, we 

often lose touch of our self awareness.

Let’s focus into our topic today.





Notes

Emotional/Rational Dichotomy

It often feels like we have two minds, a thinking mind and a feeling mind. These two minds 

combine into one. Utilize your whole brain to be successful. You don’t have to punish one 

side to engage the other.



WHY?



THE VALUE OF EQ

Ioannis Nikolaou (2002)

1. Promotability

2. Resilience 

3. Employer ROI

https://www.emeraldinsight.com/author/Nikolaou,+Ioannis


Notes

Research has shown that people with EQ are promoted quicker.

There is a correlation between EQ and lower stress levels.

For the employer, less turnover, higher productivity.

“ The results were in the expected direction showing a negative correlation between 

emotional intelligence and stress at work, indicating that high scorers in overall EI suffered 

less stress related to occupational environment. A positive correlation was also found 

between emotional intelligence and organizational commitment.”

Ioannis Nikolaou (2002)

https://www.emeraldinsight.com/author/Nikolaou,+Ioannis




IQ often gets you the interview

EQ gets you the job



Dr Yew Ming Chia (2005) 



Old Myths

“EMOTIONS DON’T BELONG IN BUSINESS”

“ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IS THE INDICATOR OF FUTURE SUCCESS”

“I ONLY NEED TO FOCUS ON CLASSES AND GET A HIGH GPA TO GET A JOB”



Notes

We are moving away from old mindsets/myths

Emotions don’t belong in business (bringing them in a productive and appropriate way 

instead).

Academic achievement predicts future success.

I still see some of these mindsets in students.

Your number one goal in school is to develop a professional self.

These old myths are harming students who don’t focus on their social development.





Notes

We live in a world where we don’t often have direct social interactions, they are done 

through technology which means we don’t naturally have a lot of practice with reading 

body language and handling.



An array of skills and 

characteristics that drive 

leadership performance



Notes

So what is it

Here is where I want you to start taking notes

Daniel Goleman defined EI as:

EQ Introductory Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_G-f2YjuMcU&feature=youtu.be



Five Domains

Perceiving one’s own emotions Recognizing as they happen, self-

awareness

Managing own emotions Handling emotions, soothing self, 

bouncing back and not living in 

distress, stress management, 

anger management, positive 

thinking

Motivating oneself Using emotions in service of a 

goal, emotional self control 

(delaying gratification and stifling 

impulsivity), using courage and 

drive.

Recognizing emotions in others Empathy

Handling relationships Managing emotions in others, 

social competence, social skills

**Yale Psychologist Peter Salovey





Self Assessment



Notes

Okay so you should have a little assessment in front of you. Take a couple of minutes and 

start filling that out. This will give you a baseline of where your EQ may be at.

I want you to remember that nobody ranks high in all of these domains.

I want you all to close your eyes. Look at the one with your lowest effectiveness right now.

Research indicates that one’s estimate of his or her EI (as assessed by self-report as opposed 

to skill-based measures) is mostly uncorrelated with actual emotion-related ability and does 

not predict behavior. This is one snapshot, now go give it to a friend and see what their 

perception is.





Notes

Self Awareness

What is it?

- Reading and naming your own emotions

- Knowing your limits and strengths

- Being confident in your worth and abilities





Notes

Reading and naming your own emotions

“I feel ____”

Ignoring your emotions does not make them go away.

Paul Ekman, Psychologist from the University of California and the pioneer in the study of 

emotions, found that there were six major emotions; happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, 

disgust and fear.

https://ekman.socialpsychology.org/




SELF AWARENESS

What is my first impression?



Notes

The one part of self awareness we are going to focus on is

First Impression and Physical Presentation

What is your first impression? – When I walk into a room, networking event or interview, am I 

intimidating, joyful.

Ask a trusted friend/mentor, what do you think my first impression is? How do you think I 

operate?

I don’t want you to try to manipulate your first impression, research shows that comes off as 

fake, I just want you to be aware!

The second key takeaway for this section is that your impression is affected by your body 

language.



BODILY AWARENESS FOR RECRUITING

-Claim territory (take up space)

-Aim your body towards who you are speaking to

-Raise your chin 

-Eye contact

-Where are you carrying stress? Relax your shoulders



Notes

Your assessment of your abilities (your confidence), this shows up in your body language.

Prep your body before an interview.

Let’s practice PRESENCE using research based confidence characteristics in the U.S.

Take a video of yourself doing practice questions or your introduction.



“Don’t fake it till you make it, 

fake it until you become it.”

– Amy Cuddy (2012 Ted Talk)



MANAGING EMOTIONS



Notes

Keeping impulses under control

What is it?

- Being flexible to overcome obstacles

- Taking initiative and motivating yourself 

- Appropriate transparency about your emotions



Event/Trigger

Interpretation 
and Reaction

Processing 
and Stability 



Notes

When your emotion level is appropriate to the situation, no management is needed.

What you believe about what caused the emotion

High stress interview – My interpretation of this is that I’m out of place – How we process that 

determines…





Notes

Our one takeaway from this domain is the concept of motivating yourself in the presence of 

challenges or tough emotions.

Fixed mindset vs growth mindset (Mindset by Carol Dweck)

Fixed people believe their qualities, traits and even experiences are fixed and 

unchangeable – they document their talents instead of developing them. 

Growth does not view these things as fixed and views challenge as an opportunity.

Examples

http://www.ns-careers.com/blog/growthmindset


Source

http://www.ns-careers.com/blog/growthmindset


Pursuing your values and goals is better 

than avoiding discomfort



Social Awareness 



Notes

What is it?

- Sensing other’s emotions

- Reading the room and the climate 

- What is appropriate behavior within this context





Notes

A key part of reading the room is having…

Empathy 

The ability to share and understand what another person is feeling by placing oneself in that 
position.



Recognize other’s feelings

AWARENESS OF OTHERS



Notes

-Recognize their feelings

Maybe the recruiter is being really dismissive, start with “Hey I know its an overwhelming 

time and so this will only take one moment.”

The more open we are to our own emotions the more skilled we are in reading feelings.



AWARENESS OF OTHERS

Align with their energy (not match)



Notes

-Try to align with their Energy!, not match.

Mirroring - Body Language, Verbal Cues (tone of voice, energy level)

Our emotions impact others. Overly energetic? That might really rub an interviewer the 

wrong way.



Social Skills and Relationship Management



Notes

What is it?

- Being able to handle disagreements with respect 

- Cooperating in teams

- Listening and comprehending





Notes

Learning Takeaway 

Listen and paraphrase,

In interviewing:

Ask for them to repeat the question, listen to their stories and repeat back parts you 

appreciated.





Notes

Seek edge experiences, just a little uncomfortable.

That’s where the learning is

- Grow in emotional intelligence

- Have great stories for interviews



Bring your 

professional 

personality



Notes

I want to leave you with one final thing, every year I sit down with each recruiter and ask 

them about our students.

They consistently say we have the best prepared students. However there is such a thing as 

being over prepared and the employers have said not to forget to bring your personalities 

and your energy.






